Message from the Research Track Chair
AGILE2014

The accepted papers from the Research Track at AGILE 2014 are documented in the IEEE digital library. It is a pleasure to present eight high-quality research papers that focus on a variety of agile development issues, including distributed teams, regulatory environments, organizational readiness, testing, training, modeling, and cross-discipline integration. This year we also provided an opportunity for the “Lightning Talk” researchers to provide a two-page short paper on their subject matter.

We received a total of 33 submissions, including both complete research and research-in-progress papers. All went through a double-blind review process. This year the conference introduced a second opportunity for additional authors to present their work, and invited 8 additional submissions to take part in a special session — “Research Lightning Talks.” I am very grateful to the program committee members who contributed to the review process and wrote reviews for the research papers. The best research paper will receive an award from IEEE Software.
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